
11998855Mandy Grunwald of Grunwald 
Communications, and political consultant 
for the Clintons asked the billion dollar 
question she surely already knows the 
answer to: Why Does Nobody Ever Go to 
Jail?  She need only look to her own 
paycheck for the answer. 

It's hard to walk away from a  high paying 
job where you've worked your entire career 
to achieve this type of success; but, until 
employees start calling out employers 
(even as a consultant) we will always get 
what we always got, Mandy, no one going 
to jail.

Send a message, take a stand and step 
down. 

Hillary Clinton has a fact-based and 
pathological history of manipulating facts 
without shame, remorse, guilt or 
accountability.  

Not unlike many of us who have worked for 
an unethical boss who has engaged in 
illegal activity (hello Wells Fargo), we fear 
challenging our employer with truthful 
negative information will lead to retaliation, 
termination or worse.  

This cycle of encouraging, replicating & 
rewarding unethical and or illegal behavior 
is known as The Sociopathic Business™.  

The absence of information is a 
manipulation where the one with the all the 

facts (unknown to others) is unethically & 
at times illegally making decisions for 

others. 

Clinton campaign manager Robby Mook 
alludes to that very concept several times 

throughout the Wikileaks emails.
 

Send a message, take a stand and step 
down.

He of course, won't. He'll be the Clinton 
mouthpiece until he, as an accomplice, 

because another Clinton victim. It's not a 
matter of "if" it's "when."Either way, 

Mook's days are numbered. 

We should not allow the abusive to vilify 
those willing to risk it all to expose the 
negative truth the corrupt would rather 
remain hidden, WE SHOULD BE 
PROTECTING THEM.

The Sociopathic Business Model™ has 
successfully proven that all "accomplices" 
(employees, allies, etc) will eventually 
become "victims" because fraud is not a 
sustainable business model.
  
Clinton is a Professional Victim, under The 
Sociopathic Business Model ™who lacks in 
self-awareness, manipulates facts 
(including taking credit for other's work), 
without shame, remorse or guilt while 
shifting blame while pathologically & glibly 
feeling entitled to immediate forgiveness 
despite lack of any personal accountability. 

The Wikileaks John Podesta emails are 
more than just confirmation of what's long 
been suspected about Clinton's corruption.  

These emails also offer a unique look into 
the hostile work environment that's 
knowingly, willingly, and abusively created 
by Clinton & top aides, to protect her 
image which is tied to profits...at all costs.  
 
Those who factually challenge 
Clinton(inside or outside the campaign) are 
demeaned, insulted, threatened, 
intimidated and eventually eliminated for 
wanting to expose a truth her team would 
rather remain hidden.   
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Hillary Clinton Why Does Nobody 
Ever Go to Jail 

John Podesta Neera Tanden

Hansjörg Wyss
No Jail for Wyss

The latest chapter began last December when 
Wyss gave a $5 million commitment to the Clinton 
Foundation’s No Ceilings project to help women 
and girls, an effort personally championed by 
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

This is in NO way a complete history of Clinton's unethical and or illegal activity nor is it a political endorsement or 
indictment for either candidate, it is rather rather one quick example using the information obtained from Wikileaks to 
help answer Mandy Grunwald's question: "Why does nobody ever go to jail?" And those that say this is just "business 
as usual" are abusively allowing the corrupt (on both sides of the aisle) to continue without shame, remorse, guilt, or 
accountability, at your expense.  

The manipulation of "citizen groups" is a common way 
to mask fraud from medical devices to political 
campaigns

There are but two categories of people: Abusive & Non-Abusive where every 
other label is just a subcategory to the main; but, sadly the extreme to the right 
AND left are making decisions for the rational middle.    

Exposing the negative truth others would rather remain hidden 
first must happen with employees coming forward as well as 
those injured by the system if there's ever hope to create 
positive change.  The abusive do not want change and will 
demean, insult, threaten, intimidate and ultimately eliminate 
those exposing the truth. 
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